
CLATSKANIE RIFLE & PISTOL CLUB

OUTDOOR RANGE RULES

BY YOUR PRESENCE ON CR&PC PROPERTY YOU ARE CONSENTING TO THE STANDARD

LIABILITY RELEASE AND AGREEING TO COMPLY WITH ALL RANGE RULES AND POLICIES.

FULL COMPLIANCE IS A CONDITION OF ENTRY.

Eye and ear protection is mandatory for shooters and observers on the range when
the firing line is hot.

Any consumption of alcohol is prohibited on club property. No persons under the
influence of alcohol or drugs are allowed on club property and must leave with a

designated driver.

There will be no trap, skeet or sporting clays shooting at the range, or any other aerial
targets used.

Any use of shotguns must be on a shooter supplied backboard or other range-master
approved target, not mounted or anchored to any club target or support, and must be

composed of frangible material (wood or cardboard). No firearms will be shot into the
grassy a rea.

ONLY PAPER OR CARDBOARD TARGETS (or metallic targets approved by the range-
master and engaged at a minimum of 15 yards for .22long rifle firearms/center fire
handguns and 50yardsfor rifles) are allowed atthe range. Beverage containers, rocks,
glass, cartires, firewood, etc. are not permitted. Afteryou finish shootingyou must
remove your targets and dispose of them properly.

You are responsible for cleaning up yourtargets and removing materials from the
backboards when you finish a range session. This includes picking up spent cases, live
rounds and other material brought to the range. Unwanted cases need to be placed in

the brass bucket or removed from the range.



lncendiary, tracer rounds, fireworks and explosive or pyrotechnic devices are prohibited

on CR&PC ranges unless specifically approved by the range-master.

There is no night shooting at the outdoor range unless scheduled with the range-master.

You are required to have pets leashed/controlled atthe range at all times. Children
must be under the direct supervision of an adult at all tirnes.

Do not climb on any berms or slopes for any reason while the range is in operation. The

area behind the protective berms is a live fire area.

When calling for a "cold range":
A, First, check with all persons on the firing line to make sure they are ready for a

"cold range".
B. Stop and look both directions along the firing line to make sure everyone is back

behind the shooting bench and not handling firearms. Chamber flags must be inserted
into the chamber.

C. When people are downrange, do not handle any firearms, this includes taking rifles
and pistols off the tables or racks.

Uncased firearm must have their actions open and chamber flags inserted in the
chamber. AII ammunition and magazines must be removed from the firearms before
people may move forward of the firing line.

Hot RANGE PROCEDURE

Make sure everyone is behind the firing line and they understand the firing line is going
" h ot".

CEASE FIRE

A cease fire may be called by anyone for any safety concern. Resume fire may be called
once the safety concern has been resolved.
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